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UM'S MIX OF LIBERAL AND PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION CALLED RIGHT FOR THE TIMES
By Maribeth Dwyer
UM Publications and Media Relations
MISSOULA—
To some, the University of Montana in Missoula is "the liberal arts
college"; to others, "the business school" or "the forestry school."

It

is commonly regarded as the place to go for either a liberal-arts education
or professional training in such fields as pharmacy, accounting, music, jour
nalism and law.

These differing views are right--and wrong.

The fact is that the UM does not specialize in either liberal or pro
fessional education but in both.

Still, many identify the institution with

one or another of its programs and, like the blind men checking out the
elephant, come up with distorted perceptions.
Donald Habbe, UM academic vice president, points out that this split
image of the University is incompatible with its charter and history, which
make clear that the UM has a strong dual role in higher education in the state.
"Certainly the University is built around a core of the arts and sciences
but it is equally committed to professional education," Habbe said.
(over)

"The

LIBERAL" —

add one

more you look at the University the more you see how intertwined liberal arts
and professional programs are.

For example, the Department of Communication

Sciences and Disorders is part of the College of Arts and Sciences, but it
also serves the speech pathology and audiology profession in Montana.
"Another example of the many that could be cited of the intermingling,
to the benefit of both, of professional and liberal education is that James
Todd, who is chairman of the art department in our professional School of
Fine Arts, is also a member of the faculty of the humanities program in the
College of Arts and Sciences.

Incidentally, Todd grew up in Great Falls and

his mother, Doris E. Todd, still lives there.
"The relationship on this campus of liberal and professional education
demands a balancing of their respective requirements that creates a certain
tension but that also makes for an exciting academic mix.

Our professional

programs are strong not only because of the character of our professional
schools but also because they rest on a solid liberal-arts underpinning."
The very closeness of their relationship may give rise to some confusion
about liberal-arts and professional education at the UM.
scientific research at the UM is apt

For example,

to be associated in the public mind

with forestry, wildlife biology, pharmacy, microbiology and other professional
programs.

Vet, according to Raymond Murray, UM associate vice president for

research, some of the University's most outstanding scientific research
facilities are part of the College of Arts and Sciences.
In this category, Murray includes the Wood Chemistry Laboratory, the Earth
quake Research laboratory and the Biological Station at Yellow Bay.
(more)
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Maybe people just tend to think of the liberal arts more in terms of such
disciplines as languages, philosophy, history and literature than botany,
zoology, geology, chemistry and mathematics.

This notion is contradicted by

the fact that 60 percent of the dollar value of all grants and contracts
awarded to the College of Arts and Sciences in FY 1979-80 went to its science
departments.
Habbe sees the UM's duality of roles in the Montana university system and
the state as a source of strength in coming years.
"Our distinctive blend of liberal and professional education puts us in a
strong position to attract students in the 1980s," he said.

"I think we have

the right mix for the times.
"In the 1950s and into the 1960s college graduates made up a relatively
small proportion of the total population.

Because they were in short supply,

they could easily find professional positions that paid very well.
"This situation changed in the late 1960s and in the 1970s as a greater
proportion of of the population attended college and the relative advantage
of having a college degree diminished.

With more college-trained applicants

to choose from, employers became more selective in recruiting, with the result
that students increasingly migrated to professional programs.

Those who

opted for liberal arts did so at the risk of ending up driving taxi or pumping
gas.
"The baby crop that produced the students who are hitting the campuses in
the 1980s was relatively small; so once again college students will constitute
a smaller proportion of the population and the relative value of a college
degree will rise."
(over)

»
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Habbe sees brighter career prospects for college graduates in general and
UM graduates in particular in the 1980s.
'*0n the one hand, I don't see any slackening in demand for our graduates
in law, business and other professional programs," he said.

"On the other

hand, job opportunities will be especially good, I think, for men and women
who combine professional competence with a liberal-arts background; for example,
accounting and a foreign language.
"So, although enrollments in higher education will probably decline in the
1980s, I believe that the University of Montana will have a tremendous appeal
to both traditional and non-traditional students because it can hold out to
them the prospect of gaining the best of both worlds:
and a good job, too."
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